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Northern Ireland‟s
„double transition‟
•
•
•
1.
2.
3.
4.

Transition to peace
Transition to neoliberalism under the banner of rebalancing the economy
Voluntary sector key partner of government in both projects
Transfer of risks and responsibilities of peacebuilding to the sector
Because of the socially erosive and fragmenting effects of the antagonistic relationships that arise out of
competition and individualism under neoliberalism, governments know some level of social stability is necessary for
a deregulated market economy to function. Sector viewed as essential in delivering this stability.
Sector helps roll out certain values and norms into wider society (enterprise, competition, benign cooperativeness
rather than conflict)
Sector assigned itself the role of “the people’s friend”, and in the process, it has “borne witness to and
participate[d] in the destruction, erosion and fragmentation of state run welfare services” (Popple, and Redmond,
2000; 398).
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1 Peacebuilding
At the heart of voluntarism

The sector’s
contribution to
peace and
reconciliation

Basis for its
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with
government
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The partnership ethos
• Voluntary sector celebrated as a key actor in communities
• Promises of more decision-making power with greater service
delivery role
• ‘Collaboration’; ‘partnership’; ‘joined-up working’; ‘citizencentred services’, non-hierarchical trust based networks 
The language supporting the substantial increase in funding
• Governmentality – certain behaviors, values, norms and
dispositions valued within partnership governance spaces.
Conflict is taboo.
• Concordat

(Source: Public Accounts Committee: Report on Creating Effective Partnerships between Government and the Voluntary
and Community Sector)

“The funding during the 90s and 2000s was fantastic and a lot was achieved…but we all got projectitis and it
made it very easy for government to co-opt us as a sector.”

The funding system allows our organisation to be flexible and
innovative.
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There is a power structure that exists in our society that nobody is talking about. If DSD truly want to empower
communities, then they have to surrender certain powers to communities. Government needs to surrender power. That’s
very dangerous in Northern Ireland, people distrust that, the politicians distrust that... It’s the structure of how we do
politics

Government has devolved decision-making powers to communities
and service-user
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If you think Procurement isn’t about
control you are kidding yourself, it is
about control and prescribing
services….we [Government] want the
voluntary sector to do it, but we want
them to do it on our terms.
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You may think procurement is more
transparent, but by god, you work for them
[government] once you get it [Funding]

Voluntary and Community organisations try to copy the practices of
the public sector
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Voluntary and Community organisations try to copy
the practices of the private sector
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The competition is fierce but it is also really really dirty...there are people who at
all costs it’s about ‘we are going to exist and I am going to keep it open’, but are
you really thinking about who you are working for. I mean they will do anything,
they will trample over the top of you

Competition makes it difficult to
build trusting relationships with
other organisations
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Too many organisations measure their success simply by the amount
of funding they have accessed
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Government recognises and respects the
Independence of the voluntary and community
sector.
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The Elephant in the Room?
Peacebuilding
One of the major reputational
issues that is out there in
community development in the
north is that many people
believe that it is has been used
to buy off people with a
past...it is not the way of
building widespread
community confidence in
community development...it is
one of the open secrets in our
society, if we are honest with
ourselves, and it is not a
healthy one. Does anyone have
the courage to stand up and
tell the emperor that they have
no clothes on

The Elephant in the Room?
Peacebuilding
The DUP has a community sector
and Sinn Fein has a community
sector…there are some
organisations who would be
prepared to say that, yes, they are
under the umbrella of the DUP or of
Sinn Fein, and don’t apologize for it
because for years they were
excluded, you know, they talk shit,
that it’s our turn now and that a lot
of the people that where in the
middle ground where the people
that had it good, that in the political
vacuum they were the blue eyed
boys and girls, so there are people
who would be dogged like that, and
say yes, we do have this
relationship.

Professionalisation
…and deradicalisation
“The best thermometer on the state of the sector today is if you
called a meeting on child poverty you would get a good handful of
people would come, if you called a meeting on funding
opportunities in the coming year, it would be jam packed...so what
does that tell you? It tells me that the whole issue of policy,
analysis of the issues at stake here, those days have long gone.
We are funder fixated, what’s in it for us and our project and
competition and all that….the sector has bifurcated into the
service delivery and the radicalism has gone into social
movements, so it’s wrong to expect it [radicalism] from the
community sector which we know, which is funder fixated. The
social movements are independent, the service providers are not.
…there was a fork in the road, some went the way of service
provision and there was a parting of the ways with independence.”

There are people who are attracted to working in the
sector…but the sector isn’t attracting the campaigners, let’s
say, it is attracting people who see it as a job, a professional
job.

